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Abstract

Researchers in natural science need reliable methods for
quantifying animal behavior. Recently, numerous computer
vision methods emerged to automate the process. How-
ever, observing wild species at remote locations remains
a challenging task due to difficult lighting conditions and
constraints on power supply and data storage. Event cam-
eras offer unique advantages for battery-dependent remote
monitoring due to their low power consumption and high
dynamic range capabilities. We use this novel sensor to
quantify a behavior in Chinstrap penguins called ecstatic
display. We formulate the problem as a temporal action
detection task, determining the start and end times of the
behavior. For this purpose, we recorded a colony of breed-
ing penguins in Antarctica for several weeks and labeled
event data on 16 nests. The developed method consists of
a generator of candidate time intervals (proposals) and a
classifier of the actions within them. The experiments show
that the event cameras’ natural response to motion is ef-
fective for continuous behavior monitoring and detection,
reaching a mean average precision (mAP) of 58% (which
increases to 63% in good weather conditions). The results
also demonstrate the robustness against various lighting
conditions contained in the challenging dataset. The low-
power capabilities of the event camera allow it to record
significantly longer than with a conventional camera. This
work pioneers the use of event cameras for remote wildlife
observation, opening new interdisciplinary opportunities.
https:// tub-rip.github.io/eventpenguins/

1. Introduction
Quantification of wildlife animal behavior is key to several
disciplines from ecology [1] to conservation [2] and neuro-
science [3]. Behavioral studies need to know when, where,
and for how long a particular behavior occurs to understand
it or to draw conclusions about animal relationships [4],
feeding habits [5], welfare [6] or culture [7].

Advances in computer vision have recently led to the

Figure 1. Remote wildlife monitoring using an event camera. Top:
We recorded a colony of breeding Chinstrap penguins in Antarc-
tica using a DAVIS346 camera. Bottom: Penguins show a behav-
ior called “ecstatic display” (ED), visualized here using event data
(positive events in blue, negative events in red). We provide the
dataset with labels (Ground Truth) and investigate methods to de-
termine the start and end times of this behavior (Prediction).

development of various systems (data acquisition and pro-
cessing) for automated quantification of animal behavior
[3, 8, 9]. It is a challenging topic because: (i) systems
for wildlife monitoring are expected to work under vary-
ing lighting and weather conditions (snow, rain, fog), (ii)
long-term observation of animals at remote places puts con-
straints on power usage and storage of the recording system,
(iii) extracting biologically relevant information from large
amounts of data is difficult and time-consuming, (iv) there
is a lack of curated datasets with ground truth labels for de-
veloping robust machine learning systems.

We tackle the problem of quantifying the Ecstatic Dis-
play (ED) in Chinstrap penguins (Pygoscelis antarctica)
during a month of their breeding season in Antarctica. The
ED is a unique behavior where nesting penguins stand up-
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right, point their heads upwards, beat their wings back and
forth, and emit a loud call (see Fig. 1 and the accompany-
ing video). The reasons behind this behavior are not well
understood yet [4]. Thus, we aim to better understand this
behavior through its large-scale automatic detection. We
formulate the problem as a temporal action detection (TAD)
task, which consists of localizing action instances (e.g., ED
in each nest) from raw data streams (usually videos). TAD
is a challenging computer vision task because it should es-
timate precise start and end times of the action. Moreover,
TAD for ED is challenging because: (i) the ED length of
different instances varies widely, in our data it ranges from
approximately 1 to 40 s, (ii) the birds show similar wing-
flapping behaviors that are not EDs, and are difficult to tell
apart using a single snapshot (see Fig. 2). Only the avail-
ability of continuous temporal information allows us to re-
liably differentiate instances of ED from other wing flaps.

Current observation methods for animal behavior in the
wild mostly rely on camera traps that produce a series of
motion-triggered images. Long-term observation (weeks)
of penguin behavior is provided by systems acquiring one
image per minute. Such battery-powered systems suffer
from energy constraints, which are increased by the need for
illuminating with IR flashes in dim-light conditions. Nei-
ther of the above methods is suitable for analyzing fine-
scale behaviors like EDs because the time resolution is in-
sufficient or the covered observation time is too short.

We propose using event cameras for the quantification
of behaviors like the ED. Event cameras [10] are novel bio-
inspired sensors that output pixel-wise intensity changes in-
stead of frames at a fixed rate. By design, they offer several
advantages, such as high speed, high dynamic range (HDR),
low power consumption, and data efficiency [11]. Wildlife
behavior monitoring is a perfect scenario for event cameras
and their natural property of highlighting movement. To this
end, we used a DAVIS346 camera [12] to record a colony
of Chinstrap penguins in Antarctica. The annotated data
consists of 24 sequences, of ten minutes each, observing
16 penguin pairs breeding in nests. Besides providing this
unique and difficult-to-acquire data, we introduce a method
to detect instances of ED in two stages: generation of candi-
date pairs of start and end times of the behavior, and classi-
fication of the data within the pairs into ED or background.

The experiments show that the event data provides a dis-
tinct signal for ED quantification in terms of naturally cap-
turing motion and being robust to challenging outdoor con-
ditions. The results evidence a solid performance across a
variety of tests, with a mean average precision (mAP) of
58%. A performance comparison during the night and with
snow, together with a qualitative comparison with grayscale
frames, show robustness to varying illumination conditions.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. The first-ever use of event cameras for wild animal be-

(a) Resting (b) ED (c) Casual flap (d) ED (hard)

Figure 2. Challenges in detecting Ecstatic Display (ED): a) Pen-
guin in rest position at its nest. b) Penguin showing an ED, a be-
havior where it points its head upwards and beats its wings while
emitting a loud call. c) Not an ED. d) The start of an ED. Com-
paring c) and d) shows why it is difficult to distinguish EDs from
other wing flaps using single snapshots.

havior observation. The system for energy-efficient con-
tinuous recording overcomes the limitations of previous
frame-based solutions.

2. A method for the task of temporal action detection, con-
sisting of proposal and classification stages. Both stages
rely on efficient algorithms that make use of the charac-
teristics of event data (Sec. 3).

3. An extensive (weeks long) event camera dataset of
a Chinstrap penguin colony in Antarctica during the
breeding season (Sec. 4). Twenty-four sequences of 10
minutes each are annotated with instances of ED on 16
nests, constituting a benchmark to foster research in this
important wildlife monitoring field (Sec. 5).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first publicly

available dataset for event-based TAD, and it is also the first
time for an event camera in Antarctica, which is a milestone
demonstrating the viability of this technology for remote
monitoring in extreme conditions. Our dataset and sys-
tem contribute to advancing the knowledge about aspects of
penguin behavior that would have been otherwise too costly
(in both time and resources) to study.

2. Related Work

2.1. Event Cameras

Event cameras are a relatively new technology. Since the
seminal work [10] they have gained increasing interest due
to their appealing properties, which allow them to perform
well in challenging scenarios for standard cameras, such as
high speed, high dynamic range (HDR), and low power con-
sumption. They have been studied for various applications
in computer vision, like optical flow estimation, depth esti-
mation, and SLAM. See [11] for a recent survey.

Research problems studied in the context of pattern
recognition mainly target classification (e.g., recognition)
[13–16] and detection [17, 18]. Due to the novelty of this
imaging technology, efforts to use event cameras for pattern
recognition tasks are limited by the availability of datasets.
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To this end, [13] use a pan-tilt camera platform to convert
the conventional frame-based dataset into an event dataset.
Others provide data for gesture recognition [14] or sign lan-
guage recognition [15]. Larger datasets are available in
the context of automotive object classification and detection
tasks [17–19]. Despite recent efforts by the research com-
munity to provide datasets for various pattern recognition
tasks, there is still a lack of datasets for many applications
involving a variety of environmental conditions as well as
data streams longer than a few seconds.

2.2. Wildlife Observation using Computer Vision

Automated data acquisition for wildlife monitoring cur-
rently relies on recording color (i.e., RGB) images mostly
through the use of camera traps and drones. Data is then
hand-annotated [20], generally aided by various computer
programs. Only recently has computer vision entered the
field [8] with applications in counting [9, 21], species clas-
sification [22–25], detection [26, 27], individual identifica-
tion [28–30] and tracking [9, 26]. Of all these, only [21]
has used computer vision to count penguins, a task per-
formed on single static images, which is simpler than our
behavior monitoring problem. Other current approaches for
automated behavior monitoring involve mounting and re-
trieval of tri-axial accelerometers to learn behavior classifi-
cation [31,32]. This invasive, non-vision approach can also
monitor at-sea behavior, but it incurs a much greater effort,
cost, and disruption to the animals for monitoring a similar
amount of individuals for an equivalent amount of time.

2.3. Temporal Action Detection

The goal of Temporal Action Detection (TAD) is to de-
termine the label and time interval of every action in-
stance in an untrimmed video. It has been extensively
studied for conventional RGB data. Previous methods can
be roughly categorized into bottom-up and top-down ap-
proaches. Bottom-up approaches first perform frame-level
classification and then merge the results into detections [33,
34]. Top-down approaches can have one [35,36] or multiple
stages [37], and usually follow a scheme where proposals
are generated and fed to a classifier [38–40]. Recently, end-
to-end learned methods were introduced [41–43]. TAD for
conventional RGB data is a mature computer vision task,
aided by large-scale datasets, such as [44, 45].

In the context of animal observation, [46] performed spa-
tiotemporal action recognition to detect tail-biting behavior
in pigs in a controlled indoor environment. The work in [47]
used event-based TAD for human fall detection indoors; the
method consisted of proposal and classification stages. For
the proposals, they adopted an algorithm called temporal
actioness grouping (TAG), introduced in [38], and used the
event rate as the actioness score.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly avail-

(a) Events overlaid on frames. (b) Selected nests.

Figure 3. (a) Raw data acquired by the DAVIS346: events (in
red and blue according to polarity, with µs accuracy) overlaid on
grayscale frames (1 every 8s). (b) Bounding boxes around the
nests. A heat map of events over a whole sequence served as a base
to hand-annotate the bounding boxes, each capturing one nest.

able dataset for animals in the wild using event cameras, a
scenario with more disturbances than in indoor conditions.
With this work, we demonstrate the possibilities that event
cameras offer for detailed wildlife monitoring and show
how event data makes it easy to determine intervals of in-
terest for TAD with computationally efficient methods.

3. Temporal Action Detection from Event Data
This section formalizes the problem of temporal action de-
tection (TAD) from event camera data (Sec. 3.1) and intro-
duces our developed method (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Problem Formulation

Let E = {ei} be an input sequence of events corresponding
to a penguin’s nest. Each event ei = (xi, yi, ti, pi) con-
tains the pixel coordinates (xi, yi), a timestamp ti and the
polarity pi (i.e., sign) of a brightness change. Let the pixel
coordinates (xi, yi) be already relative within the range de-
fined by the bounding box coordinates of the nest (Fig. 3b).
Let the time interval when the penguin exhibits an ecstatic
display (ED) be I = (ta, tb) (also called action instance),
with start time ta and end time tb. The collection of all
ground-truth action instances, Igt = {In}

Ngt
n=1, is the tem-

poral annotation set of E .
The goal of the temporal action detector is to gener-

ate predictions Ipred that cover Igt accurately and com-
pletely. The inputs of the detector are the per-nest events,
and only temporal boundaries need to be detected since spa-
tial boundaries of the nests are given. This procedure allows
us to assign each ED detection reliably to a specific nest,
thus enabling us to quantify the behavior of penguin cou-
ples in the nest. This step is feasible because the penguins
remain in their respective nests while breeding.

3.2. Method

We follow a two-step approach (Fig. 4). First, proposals are
created based on an actioness score (Sec. 3.2.1). Then, they
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are classified as ED or “background” by our Augmented
Temporal Segment Network (ATSN) (Sec. 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Generation of Temporal Region Proposals

The natural response of event cameras to motion is used
to efficiently produce relevant proposals. Letting the event
rate of E be r(t) (measured in events/s), in the first step, an
actioness score is calculated as a normalized event rate by

r̃(t) =
r(t)−min(r(t))

max(r(t))−min(r(t))
. (1)

Note that we use the robust minimum and maximum, de-
fined by the p-th and (100 − p)-th percentile, clipping r(t)
outside these values, and that polarity is not considered.

In the second step (ii), the intervals of high event rate
(i.e., activity) are used as proposals: using the watershed
algorithm [48], r̃(t) can be viewed as a terrain which is
“flooded” up to a water level (threshold) λ. The regions
r̃(t) > λ are used as proposals. In the third step (iii), the
proposals are merged to avoid short interruptions. Starting
from a proposal Î1 = (ta1 , t

b
1), it is iteratively merged with

a subsequent one Î2 = (ta2 , t
b
2) if the ratio of the sum of in-

dividual durations over the duration of the merged proposal
is above the merging threshold µ.

Lastly, steps (ii) and (iii) are performed for all combi-
nations of thresholds λ ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.95} and µ ∈
{0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.95}. The output set of interval proposals
Î is the union of the proposals obtained from all thresh-
old combinations. As the scheme often produces equal pro-
posals for close threshold levels we perform non-maximum
suppression (NMS) with a threshold of 0.95.

The above method, which we call robust event-rate TAG
(reTAG), is an extension of the video-based TAG algo-
rithm [38]. The main differences are: (i) the actioness score
is given by a high-temporal resolution robustly-normalized
event rate that guides the proposal search while it miti-
gates the influence of peak rates, and (ii) the combination of
thresholds (λ, µ,NMS) is adapted to the event rate signal.

3.2.2 Proposal Classification

Overview. The input to this step are the proposed time in-
tervals Î and the events within them, EÎ . Classifying pro-
posals brings two challenges: the varying length of the pro-
posals and the asynchronous nature of the event data. To
tackle the first challenge we leverage a common idea in
action recognition and localization [49], sparsely sampling
time snapshots from a proposal. For the second challenge,
we convert events into a tensor-like representation, which
allows us to use CNN-based learning approaches.

The main component of the classification stage is a
model that we term augmented temporal-spatial network

2. Proposal Classifier1. Proposal Generator (reTAG)

𝑡𝑎 𝑡𝑏
𝑡𝑎 𝑡𝑏𝑡

CNN CNN CNN CNN CNN

Events

𝑰

𝑡′𝑎 𝑡′𝑏

Consensus

Ԑ

ATSN

𝑰𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒅

Figure 4. Overview of the proposed method. The input is the event
data from one penguin nest (grayscale frame is not used and is only
shown here for visualization). In a first step the normalized event
rate is used as an actioness score to generate relevant temporal ac-
tion proposals (reTAG algorithm, Sec. 3.2.1). In the second step
the proposals are classified (Sec. 3.2.2). The proposals (ta, tb) are
augmented to (t′a, t′b) and 2D event histograms are built at sam-
pled timestamps within the augmented proposal duration. These
are fed to the augmented temporal segment network (ATSN).

(ATSN). It works on proposals that are temporally aug-
mented, similarly to [38], by adding “start” and “end”
stages. The ATSN’s input is the sparsely sampled tensor-
like representations and its output is the proposal prediction.

Augmentation. Formally, for a given proposal Î =
(ta, tb) and its duration d = tb − ta we define two ad-
ditional intervals, the start stage Îstart = (t′a, ta) and the
end stage Îend = (tb, t′b), where t′a = ta − d/W and
t′b = tb + d/W (see Fig. 4), with W = 3 for a 33% aug-
mentation width. The augmentation of the proposals is nec-
essary to give the classifier information about the complete-
ness of a proposal [38]: short proposals lying completely
within an interval of an ED can be rejected based on infor-
mation from the augmented intervals. Each augmented pro-
posal consists of three consecutive intervals: {Îstart, Î, Îend}.

Sparse Sampling. For each augmented proposal, we
uniformly sample NÎ = 3 timestamps in Î and NÎstart

=

NÎend
= 1 timestamps in Îstart and Îend. This step is indepen-

dent of the actual duration of the proposal. Hence, the time
between the timestamps can vary for different proposals.

Tensor-like representation. We convert events into
tensor-like representations for compatibility with CNN net-
works. At each sampled timestamp ti, a histogram [50] or
a time map [51] of events H is computed using a window
[ti−∆t/2, ti+∆t/2]. These snapshots are fed to the ATSN.

ATSN. The ATSN receives the NÎ +NÎstart
+NÎend

= 5
snapshots, encodes them with a backbone ResNet [52] and
combines the resulting feature vectors (Fig. 4). The features
from the central interval Î are aggregated via a consensus
function (e.g., the mean), followed by a concatenation of
the feature vectors corresponding to {Îstart, Î, Îend}. The re-
sulting vector is the input to the fully connected classifier.
The final step is a non-maximum suppression (NMS) with
a temporal Intersection over union (tIoU) threshold of 0.6.
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Day #seqs #night #precipi- Mean rate Max rate Avg. #ED
tation [×103ev/s] [×103ev/s] per seq.

Jan 5th 1 0 0 4.82 98.52 2.00
Jan 6th 2 1 0 22.68 98.52 32.00
Jan 7th 3 1 1 10.85 154.14 31.00
Jan 9th 1 0 0 11.29 28.17 28.00
Jan 11th 1 0 0 9.73 135.72 9.00
Jan 12th 5 1 3 9.01 390.75 27.00
Jan 13th 4 1 1 17.23 203.64 38.25
Jan 14th 2 1 0 16.86 154.86 4.50
Jan 15th 3 0 1 6.40 121.05 14.33
Jan 17th 1 0 0 5.76 121.83 29.00
Jan 18th 1 1 0 1.86 4.05 0.00
All 24 6 6 11.24 390.75 23.54

Table 1. Statistics of the annotated data.

4. Dataset

4.1. Data Collection

Data was collected during a scientific expedition to Decep-
tion Island, Antarctica. We recorded Chinstrap Penguins
nesting at the Vapour Col/Punta Descubierta colony from
Jan 5th to 30th, 2022. This covered most of the chick guard-
ing stage and the early crèche period of the breeding season.

Available event cameras vary in resolution and provided
features [11]. We chose a DAVIS346 [12], which can si-
multaneously record aligned events and grayscale frames
(on the same array of 346×260 px). The event camera was
connected to a Raspberry Pi CPU and a hard drive. To wa-
terproof these we modified a couple of Polypropylene (PP)
containers by fitting a Nikon L37 46mm glass UV filter and
sealing the openings with silicone (Fig. 1). The camera was
powered using a lithium-ion portable battery that needed to
be changed daily, which resulted in data gaps on days when
fieldwork could not be carried out due to inclement weather.

We used the in-hardware event noise reduction filter of
the DAVIS and a low contrast sensitivity setting to limit the
number of events produced and therefore enable long-term
monitoring. We set the DAVIS to record 1 grayscale frame
every 8 seconds. In total, we acquired 238 hours of data,
consisting of events and frames from the DAVIS (Fig. 3a).
Twenty-four 10-minute sequences were selected for anno-
tation of ED, and their statistics are summarized in Tab. 1.

4.2. Data Annotation

We labeled 16 nests in all sequences using hand-annotated
bounding boxes (Fig. 3b). Behaviors displayed outside
nests or far away back were ignored. The label ID refers
to the nest and not the penguin, as one nest is guarded
in turns by two indistinguishable individuals. The camera
shifted four times during deployment; we moved the bound-
ing boxes accordingly for constant nest ID throughout. This
is important for within-study consistency and to match re-
sults to other samples like blood or GPS tracks.

0 10 20 30 40
Duration (s)

0

10

20

30

Co
un

t

Figure 5. Histogram of the duration of the annotated EDs. Most
EDs cannot be captured with previous long-term observation sys-
tems (1 frame/min). Events allow for continuous monitoring.

We then annotated the occurrence of ED behavior in
twenty-four 10-minute tracks (Tab. 1). These were selected
so that all hours of the day and all days in the study pe-
riod were covered. An ED behavior was considered to last
from the moment a penguin lifts its wings before flapping
until the moment it stops and the wings are lowered, with
a time resolution of 30 Hz. To keep labeling consistent, all
annotations were carried out by a single penguin expert and
verified by two other researchers. Figure 5 shows a his-
togram of the duration of the annotations. As Fig. 5 and
Tab. 1 show, the number and duration of ED vary widely
among the sequences, which contributes to making this a
challenging detection problem.

5. Experiments
Several tests are carried out to assess the performance of
the proposed method on the newly introduced dataset. This
section presents the experimental settings (Sec. 5.1) as well
as the experiments for the proposal generator (Sec. 5.2) and
the whole pipeline (Sec. 5.3). We also evaluate the HDR ca-
pabilities of the system (Sec. 5.4), present sensitivity studies
(Sec. 5.5), report the power consumption (Section 5.6) and
discuss the limitations of our work (Sec. 5.7).

5.1. Experimental Settings

Implementation Details. We use a fixed data split into a
training, validation, and test set (70%:10%:20%). All met-
rics are reported on the test data, never seen during train-
ing or validation. The test set contains five of the 24 se-
quences, including one night and one precipitation sequence
(see supplementary for further details). The ATSN is trained
on a dataset consisting of all proposals generated by the first
stage (Fig. 4). Proposals with an IoU > 0.7 are labeled as
positive samples, the rest as negative.

The ATSN is trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent
with a momentum of 0.9. The batch size is 128, and the
initial learning rate is 0.001. The backbone of the classifier
is a ResNet18, which is initialized with weights pre-trained
on ImageNet [53] and afterwards on the per-sample classi-
fication task. We used a weighted cross-entropy loss. The
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Proposal Method Top 20 Top 30 Top 50

Sliding Window 0.06 0.07 0.08
Watershed 0.26 0.27 0.27
event TAG [47] 0.24 0.33 0.49
reTAG (Ours) 0.43 0.53 0.66

Table 2. The average recall (AR), in percentage (%), for different
proposal methods at the same number of proposals.

Figure 6. The Recall over IOU rates for the top-50 proposals per
recording and nest.

bounding boxes of the penguin nests have different sizes.
Therefore, the input event representations (histograms or
time maps) are resized to 224×224 px to be passed as in-
put to the CNN. To allow reusing the ImageNet weights,
the histograms are replicated to a 3-channel input. Experi-
ments are conducted on hosts with an Nvidia Tesla V100S
GPU and an Intel Xeon 4215R CPU. The network is imple-
mented in PyTorch 1.13.0.

Incorporating domain knowledge, we omit intervals
shorter than 2s, which account for only 2.8% of the annota-
tions. This also reduces the processing time since otherwise
there are many noisy proposals.

Evaluation Metrics. We perform independent exper-
iments for the proposal stage and the whole two-stage
pipeline and evaluate using standard metrics. For the pro-
posal stage, we report Average Recall (AR) for tIoU =
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7} using the best Np proposals per record-
ing and penguin nest, with Np ∈ {20, 30, 50}. For the
whole pipeline, we report temporal mean average precision
(mAP) at the same tIoU values as for the AR metric.

5.2. Evaluation of the Proposal Generator

We compare our reTAG method to a re-implementation of
the proposal method in [47] (since it is not publicly avail-
able) and two additional methods. The first additional
method is a bare “watershed” algorithm corresponding to
steps (i) and (ii) in Sec. 3.2.1, without an additional merg-
ing step or several threshold values. The threshold for the
watershed algorithm is set to λ = 0.2, found by fitting to the
training and validation sets. The second method is a sliding-

Method 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 Average

Bottom-up (w/o MF) 0.55 0.48 0.30 0.20 0.38
Bottom-up (w/ MF) 0.58 0.54 0.39 0.28 0.45
R3D + ActionFormer 0.72 0.65 0.52 0.32 0.55
Ours + histogram 0.63 0.61 0.56 0.45 0.56
Ours + time-map 0.66 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.58

Perfect Classifier 1.00 0.97 0.94 0.83 0.93

Table 3. Full pipeline evaluation. Mean Average Precision at sev-
eral IoU levels (mAP@IoU). Best in bold. Runner-up underlined.

window approach [54] that builds proposals using all com-
binations of a set of start times (with stride 0.1s) and a set of
window widths. As the range of durations varies greatly, we
use a geometric progression to sample 30 window widths
between 2 and 40s. The event rate (1) is computed with
33ms bins (30Hz equivalent) for all methods requiring it.

Table 2 shows the AR results of the different methods
and Fig. 6 depicts the corresponding recall rates. Both TAG-
based methods outperform the simpler methods “water-
shed” and “sliding window”. A direct comparison of our re-
TAG with the second TAG-based method shows that adding
a robust minimum and maximum (percentiles p = 1%)
leads to significant performance gains: more than 25% for
all considered numbers of proposals. The result indicates
that peaks in the event rate severely affect the algorithm and
removing outliers boosts performance.

5.3. Evaluation of the Full Pipeline

To evaluate the performance of the whole two-step approach
in Fig. 4, we test various settings and compare the re-
sults against several baselines. We adapt the state-of-the-
art frame-based method ActionFormer [42] to be used with
event data and also compare against a self-designed bottom-
up approach. Lastly, we provide results for a “perfect clas-
sifier” partially using ground truth information to provide
an upper performance bound.

Top-down Approach (Ours). Since the method in
Sec. 3 works by first analyzing a large time interval with an
actioness score and then processing finer time intervals with
a classifier, it is also referred to as “top-down”. The method
is tested with two different tensor-like representations using
the events in a window of ∆t = 1s. The first representation
is a 2D histogram, counting the number of events at each
pixel position, and the second is an exponentially decaying
time map [51] with a time constant of τ = 0.2s.

Event-based ActionFormer baseline. We adapt Ac-
tionFormer [42] for use with event data. The latter works on
offline-extracted video features specific to common datasets
like THUMOS14 [44] and ActivityNet 1.3 [45], prevent-
ing direct adoption to custom data. Therefore we extract
features in our dataset as follows: (i) batches of events are
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converted to spatiotemporal voxel grids of shape (C,H,W )
(height H , width W , and C time bins). Voxels are created
at equidistant timesteps of 0.5s using events from a 5s time
window; (ii) each voxel grid is encoded into a 1D feature
vector of size 512 using a 3D-CNN (R3D [55]). The result-
ing sequence of feature vectors is the input to the model,
which outputs the set of action instances.

Bottom-up Approach. In addition to our top-down ap-
proach of Sec. 3, we build a bottom-up approach for com-
parison. The event stream E is converted into a sequence
of synchronous frames (snapshots) similar to a video. Af-
terwards, per-snapshot classification is performed using a
conventional CNN (e.g., ResNet). Lastly, the classification
results are post-processed using morphological operators
along the temporal axis. Regions of consecutive positive
results are extracted as ED predictions.

Specifically, tensor-like representations {H1, . . . ,Hk}
are created by counting events in batches of ∆t = 5s and
with a stride of 33ms (30 Hz). The synchronous classi-
fication predictions are then used for finding the temporal
boundaries. This method is termed “Bottom-up (w/o MF)”.
If we further apply a 1D closing morphological filter (MF)
(with a kernel size of 15) we can join sparse predicted inter-
vals; a method referred to as “Bottom-up (w/ MF).”

Perfect Classifier. This model follows a top-down ap-
proach using proposals provided by the reTAG generator.
However, the classifier utilizes ground-truth information
and classifies proposals as true if the tIoU is bigger than
the respective metric value (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). The classifi-
cation is followed by an NMS. The values provide an upper
bound for the classifier performance with given proposals.

Results. Table 3 reports the results of the abovemen-
tioned approaches. Our method using time maps (and the
ResNet18 backbone) performs best (mAP= 58%), closely
followed by the variant that uses histograms (mAP= 56%).

The top-down method outperforms the bottom-up
method by 23%. We found ∆t = 5s works best for the
bottom-up approach. While it may seem long, it is short for
the simple (per-sample) classification task, indicating that
the bottom-up method does not aggregate temporal infor-
mation meaningfully (simply increasing ∆t does not im-
prove performance). The ATSN has information from mul-
tiple sampled timestamps and therefore yields better results.

Our method outperforms ActionFormer by 3% on aver-
age (Tab. 3). This could be due to the amount of labeled
data. State-of-the-art frame-based methods in action de-
tection (e.g., ActionFormer) rely on large amounts of data
(e.g., ActivityNet ≈648h). However, this is often unfea-
sible for use cases in conservation. Our approach relies
on a non-learned first stage and a second stage with only
11M parameters (compared to 27M parameters of Action-
Former). Methods needing less data are more prone to be
adopted by researchers in biology. Finally, the results show
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Figure 7. Examples of EDs on events and grayscale images for
different lighting conditions.

Category 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 Average

Undisturbed 0.70 0.69 0.64 0.48 0.63
Night 0.72 0.69 0.63 0.44 0.62
Precipitation 0.49 0.41 0.34 0.25 0.37

Table 4. Robustness to visual conditions. Mean Average Precision
at several IoU levels (mAP@IoU). Undisturbed means day time
with good lighting and no precipitation.

that our method performs better for higher IoU thresholds,
yielding more accurate interval boundaries. Per-nest results
are given in the supplementary.

5.4. High Dynamic Range Experiment

The dataset contains samples from various lighting and
weather conditions, which we use to assess the robustness
of our method to impaired vision. As frame data is not
available at a sufficient rate, it is not possible to directly
compare a frame-based method to our event-based method.
However, we perform two examinations: a qualitative com-
parison with the grayscale frames of the DAVIS and a quan-
titative comparison of our method for different conditions.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of frame data and event
data at different visual conditions. The event camera signal
degrades in low-light conditions and becomes significantly
noisier. In comparison, the grayscale frame does not capture
any information at the lowest lighting level. Table 4 shows
the results on different subsets of the test set. The cate-
gory “Undisturbed” shows results for the three sequences
at full daylight without precipitation (the mAP increases to
63%), “Night” is the result of the night sequence and “Pre-
cipitation” is the result of the sequence containing snow.
In comparison to the undisturbed case, the results show a
comparable performance in night conditions (mAP= 62%)
and a decrease in the snow sequence. This is remarkable,
as it is apparent from Fig. 7 that grayscale frames would
be unusable (i.e., not just a 1% drop) in night sequences.
In summary, both examinations demonstrate the advantages
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NÎ NÎaug
Augmented 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 Average

3 0 ✗ 0.29 0.22 0.15 0.05 0.17
1 1 ✓ 0.53 0.47 0.40 0.19 0.40
3 1 ✓ 0.64 0.59 0.48 0.31 0.50
5 2 ✓ 0.63 0.61 0.54 0.43 0.55
7 3 ✓ (Tab. 3) 0.66 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.58
9 3 ✓ 0.65 0.62 0.55 0.40 0.56

Table 5. Ablation and sensitivity study for the number of samples
in the augmentation of the classification network. Mean Average
Precision at several IoU levels (mAP@IoU).

W Aug. width 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 Average

5 20% 0.62 0.58 0.52 0.37 0.52
3 33% (Tab. 3) 0.66 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.58
2 50% 0.65 0.61 0.54 0.37 0.54

Table 6. Sensitivity of the system (Ours + histogram) with respect
to the augmentation width W . Mean average precision at several
IoU levels (mAP@IoU).

Pretraining strategy 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 Average

None 0.45 0.43 0.35 0.26 0.37
Imagenet 0.52 0.50 0.45 0.34 0.45
Imagenet + Time-map 0.66 0.64 0.58 0.43 0.58

Table 7. Sensitivity to pretraining of the backbone. Mean Average
Precision at several IoU levels (mAP@IoU).

of event cameras in tackling difficult illumination scenarios
and the system’s robustness (novel sensor and algorithm) to
natural changes in visual conditions.

5.5. Sensitivity and Ablation Studies

We assess the sensitivity of our method to multiple design
choices: the amount of data fed to the classification network
(Tab. 5) and the size of the augmentation width (Tab. 6).
Additional sensitivities to the choice of network backbone
and input representation are given in the supplementary.

Table 5 reports results for varying numbers of timestamp
samples NÎ in the ATSN. With increasing NÎ we also in-
crease NÎaug

. The augmentation duration is fixed at 33%
of the central interval duration d. The sensitivity analysis
shows an increase in the performance with a higher number
of samples up to NÎ = 7, which indicates that increasing
the number of samples beyond that is ineffective.

Additionally, the first row of Tab. 5 reports the results for
a raw TSN network without augmentation. Omitting aug-
mentation severely limits the performance, thus highlight-
ing the importance of augmentation, which provides infor-
mation beyond the boundaries of the proposal and therefore
allows the classifier to judge its “completeness”. Table 6
lists the mAP for different augmentation widths W . The
results indicate an augmentation of 33% as optimal.

Table 7 shows the strong influence of pretraining.

5.6. Power Consumption

The DAVIS346 power usage is 0.7W in idle mode and
0.83W while recording. Data generation and streaming take
up a small portion of the power spent by the overall de-
vice (chip, board, USB, etc.). In comparison, a frame-based
camera (Basler acA1300-200u) draws 2.28W in idle mode
and 2.44W while recording. The event camera allowed us
to record significantly longer than the frame-based camera.

5.7. Limitations

Although our method is robust in different lighting con-
ditions, it’s not possible to record during heavy weather.
Strong wind leads to setup vibrations and noisy events.

Our detection method works under the assumption that
a high event rate is linked to activity of interest. The re-
sults show that the assumption is reasonable for observing
nesting penguins. However, it limits the generalization to
problems where the assumption holds.

Our method relies on user-supplied regions of interest
(e.g., coarse bounding boxes). The assumption is that EDs
detected in one region can be associated with a specific nest.
This has been carefully considered in the provided dataset.
Application to unseen data requires the user to select new
bounding boxes with penguins not relocating between them,
although some overlap is allowed (Fig. 3b).

6. Conclusion

We have presented the first approach for wildlife monitoring
using an event camera. The choice of sensor aims to drasti-
cally increase the ability to record continuously during long
periods when relying on battery-based camera systems. We
have introduced a unique dataset of breeding Chinstrap pen-
guins in Antarctica acquired with a DAVIS camera, and
have used it to quantify a penguin behavior called “ecstatic
display” (ED). The problem has been formulated as a tem-
poral action detection task, inferring instances of the start
and end times of ED. Our two-stage detector consists of a
lightweight generator of time-interval proposals and a sub-
sequent classifier. It outperforms comparison methods and
is robust against environmental changes. The results indi-
cate that the event camera is a fit sensor for this problem,
as it naturally captures motion and therefore simplifies the
task, especially in difficult lighting conditions.
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